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Terrorism has many forms and many faces, but the most terrible of them is cold cruelty. 

We are asked to believe that terrorists consist of dirty lunatics, running around with bombs, 

machine guns and explosive belts. That’s how we are told to imagine them. 

Many of them are bearded; almost all are “foreign looking”, non-white, non-Western. In 

summary they are wife beaters, child rapists and Greek and Roman statue destroyers. 

Actually, during the Cold War, there were some white looking “terrorists” – the left-wingers 

belonging to several revolutionary cells, in Italy and elsewhere in Europe. But only now we are 

learning that the terrorist acts attributed to them were actually committed by the Empire, by 
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several European right-wing governments and intelligence services. You remember, the NATO 

countries were blowing up those trains inside the tunnels, or bombing entire train stations… 

It “had to be done”, in order to discredit the Left, just to make sure that people would not become 

so irresponsible as to vote for the Communists or true Socialists. 

There were also several Latin American ‘terror’ groups – the revolutionary movements fighting 

for freedom and against oppression, mainly against Western colonialism. They had to be 

contained, liquidated, and if they held power, overthrown. 

But terrorists became really popular in the West only after the Soviet Union and the Communist 

Block were destroyed through thousands of economic, military and propaganda means, and the 

West suddenly felt too exposed, so alone without anyone to fight. Somehow it felt that it needed 

to justify its monstrous oppressive acts in Africa, the Middle East, Latin America and Asia. 

It needed a new “mighty”, really mighty, enemy to rationalize its astronomical military and 

intelligence budgets. It was not good enough to face a few hundred ‘freaks’ somewhere inside 

the Colombian jungle or in Northern Ireland or Corsica. There had to be something really huge, 

something matching that ‘evil’ Soviet “threat”. 

Oh how missed that threat was, suddenly! Just a threat of course; not the danger of egalitarian 

and internationalist ideals… 

And so the West linked terrorism with Islam, which is one of the greatest cultures on earth, with 

1.6 billion followers. Islam is big and mighty enough, to scare the shit out of the middle class 

housewives in some Western suburb! And on top of that, it had to be contained anyway, as it was 

essentially too socialist and too peaceful. 

At that time in history, all great secular and socialist leaders of Muslim countries, (like in Iran, 

Indonesia and Egypt), were overthrown by the West, their legacy spat on, or they were simply 

banned. 

But that was not enough for the West! 

In order to make Islam a worthy enemy, the Empire had to first radicalize and pervert countless 

Muslim movements and organizations, then create the new ones, consequently training, arming 

and financing them, so they could really look frightening enough. 

There is of course one more important reason why “terrorism”, particularly Muslim “terrorism”, 

is so essential for the survival of Western doctrines, exceptionalism and global dictatorship: it 

justifies the West’s notion of absolute cultural and moral superiority. 

This is how it works: 

For centuries, the West has been behaving like a mad bloodthirsty monster. Despite the self-

glorifying propaganda being spread by Western media outlets all over the world, it was 
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becoming common knowledge that the Empire was raping, murdering and plundering in virtually 

all corners of the Globe. A few more decades and the world would see the West exclusively as a 

sinister and toxic disease. Such a scenario had to be prevented by all means! 

And so the ideologues and propagandists of the Empire came up with a new and brilliant 

formula: Let’s create something that looks and behaves even worse than we do, and then we 

could trumpet that we are still actually the most reasonable and tolerant culture on earth! 

And let’s make a real pirouette: let’s fight our own creation – let’s fight it in the name of 

freedom and democracy!” 

This is how the new generation; the new breed of “terrorist” was born. And it lives! It is alive 

and well! It is multiplying like Capek’s Salamanders. 

*** 

Western terrorism is not really discussed, although its most extreme and violent forms are 

battering the world relentlessly and have for a long time, with hundreds of millions of victims 

piling up everywhere. 

Even the legionnaires and gladiators of the Empire, like the Mujaheddin, Al-Qaida, or ISIS, can 

never come close to the savagery that has been demonstrated time and again by their British, 

French, Belgian, German or US masters. Of course they are trying very hard to match their gurus 

and bread-givers, but they are just not capable of their violence and brutality. 

It takes “Western culture” to butcher some 10 million people in just one single geographic area, 

in almost one go! 

*** 

So what is real terrorism, and how could ISIS and others follow its lead? They say that ISIS is 

decapitating their victims. Bad enough. But who is their teacher? 

For centuries, the empires of Europe were murdering, torturing, raping and mutilating people on 

all continents of the world. Those who were not doing so directly, were “investing” into 

colonialist expeditions, or sending its people to join genocidal battalions. 

King Leopold II and his cohorts managed to exterminate around 10 million people of Western 

and Central Africa, in what is now known as the Congo. He was hunting people down like 

animals, forcing them to work on his rubber plantations. If he thought that they were not filling 

up his coffers fast enough, he did not hesitate to chop off their hands, or burn entire village 

populations inside their huts, alive. 

10 million victims vanished. 10 million! And it did not take place in some distant past, in the 

“dark ages”, but in the 20
th

 century, under the rule of so-called constitutional monarchy, and self-
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proclaimed democracy. How does it compare with the terrorism that is ruling over the territories 

occupied by ISIS? Let’s compare numbers and brutality level! 

And the Democratic Republic of Congo has, since 1995, lost again close to 10 million people in 

a horrid orgy of terror, unleashed by the West’s proxies, Rwanda and Uganda (see the trailer to 

my film “Rwanda Gambit”). 

Germans performed holocausts in South-Western Africa, in what is now Namibia. The Herero 

tribe was exterminated, or at least close to 90% of it was. People were first kicked out from their 

land and from their homes, and driven into the desert. If they survived, the German pre-Nazi 

expeditions followed, using bullets and other forms of mass killing. Medical experiments on 

humans were performed, to prove the superiority of the Germanic nation and the white race. 

These were just innocent civilians; people whose only crime was that they were not white, and 

were sitting on land occupied and violated by the Europeans. 

The Taliban never came close to this, or even ISIS! 

To this day, the Namibian government is demanding the return of countless heads severed from 

its people: heads that were cut off and then sent to the University of Freiburg and several 

hospitals in Berlin, for medical experiments. 

Just imagine, ISIS chopping thousands of European heads, in order to perform medical 

experiments aiming to demonstrate the superiority of the Arab race. It would be absolutely 

unthinkable! 

Local people were terrorized in virtually all colonies grabbed by Europe, something that I have 

described in detail in my latest 840-page book “Exposing Lies of the Empire”. 

What about the Brits and their famines, which they were using as population control and 

intimidation tactics in India! In Bengal at least 5 million died in 1943 alone, 5.5 million in 1876-

78, 5 million in 1896-97, to name just a few terrorist acts committed by the British Empire 

against a defenseless population forced to live under its horrid and oppressive terrorist regime! 

What I have mentioned above are just 3 short chapters from the long history of Western 

terrorism. An entire encyclopedia could be compiled on the topic. 

But all this sits far from Western consciousness. European and North American masses prefer 

not to know anything about the past and the present. As far as they are concerned, they rule the 

world because they are free, bright and hard working. Not because for centuries their countries 

have plundered and murdered, and above all terrorized the world forcing it into submission. 

The elites know everything, of course. And the more they know, the more they put that 

knowledge to work. 

Terrorist trade and experience are passed on from Western masters to their new Muslim recruits. 
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The Mujahideen, Al-Qaida, ISIS – on closer examination, their tactics of intimidation and 

terrorization are not original at all. They are built on imperialist and colonialist practices of the 

West. 

News about this, or even about the terror that has been inflicted on the Planet by the West, is 

meticulously censored. You would never see them on the programs broadcast by the BBC, or 

read about them in mainstream newspapers and magazines. 

On the other hand, the violence and ruthlessness of the client terrorist organizations are 

constantly highlighted. They are covered in their tiniest detail, repeated, and “analyzed”. 

Everybody is furious, horrified! The UN is “deeply concerned”, Western governments are 

“outraged”, and the Western public “has had enough – it does not want immigrants from those 

terrible countries that are breeding terrorism and violence”. 

The West “simply has to get involved”. And here comes the War on Terror. 

It is a war against the West’s own Frankenstein. It is a war that is never meant to be won. 

Because if it is won, god forbid, there would have to be peace, and peace means cutting defense 

budgets and also dealing with the real problems of our Planet. 

Peace would mean the West looking at its own past. It would mean thinking about justice and 

rearranging the entire power structures of the Planet. And that can never be allowed. 

And so the West is “playing” war games; it is “fighting” its own recruits (or pretending to fight 

them), while innocent people are dying. 

No part of the world, except the West, would be able to invent and unleash something so vile and 

barbaric as ISIS or Al-Nusra! 

Look closer at the strategy of these group-implants: it has no roots in Muslim culture whatsoever. 

But it is fully inspired by the Western philosophy of colonialist terrorism: “If you don’t fully 

embrace our dogmas and religion, then we will cut off your head, slash your throat, rape your 

entire family or burn your village or city to the ground. We will destroy your grand cultural 

heritage as we did in South America 500 years ago, and in so many other places.” 

And so on and so on! It would really require great discipline not to see the connections! 

*** 

In 2006 I was visiting my friend, a former President of Indonesia, and a great progressive 

Muslim leader, Abdurrahman Wahid, (known in Indonesia as “Gus Dur”). Our meeting was held 

at the headquarters of his massive Muslim body Nahdlatul Ulama (NU). At that time the NU was 

the biggest Muslim organization in the world. 
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We were discussing capitalism and how it was destroying and corrupting Indonesia. Gus Dur 

was a “closet socialist”, and that was one of the main reasons why the servile pro-Western 

Indonesian “elites” and the military deposed him out of the Presidency in 2001. 

When we touched on the topic of “terrorism”, he suddenly declared in his typically soft, hardly 

audible voice: “I know who blew up the Marriott Hotel in Jakarta. It was done by our own 

intelligence services, in order to justify the increase in their budget, as well as aid that they have 

been receiving from abroad.” 

Of course, the Indonesian army, intelligence services and police consist of a special breed of 

humans. For several decades, since 1965, they have been brutally terrorizing their own 

population, when the pro-Western coup toppled the progressive President Sukarno and brought 

to power a fascist military clique, backed by the predominantly Christian business gang. This 

terror took between 2-3 million lives in Indonesia itself, as well as in East Timor and (until now) 

in occupied and thoroughly plundered Papua. 

3 genocides in only 5 decades! 

The Indonesian coup was one of the greatest terrorist acts in the history of mankind. The rivers 

were clogged with corpses and changed their color to red. 

Why? So that capitalism would survive and Western mining companies could have their booty, 

at the expense of a completely ruined Indonesian nation. So the Communist Party of Indonesia 

(PKI) would not be able to win elections, democratically. 

But in the West, those 1965 intensive massacres planned by the Empire were never described as 

“terrorism”. Blowing up a hotel or a pub always is however, especially if they are frequented by 

Western clientele. 

Now Indonesia has its own groups of “terrorists”. They returned from Afghanistan where they 

fought on behalf of the West against the Soviet Union. They are returning from the Middle East 

now. The recent attacks in Jakarta could be just a foreplay, a well-planned beginning of 

something much bigger, maybe an opening of the new “front” of toy soldiers of the Empire in 

Southeast Asia. 

For the West and its planners – the more chaos the better. 

Had Abdurrahman Wahid been allowed to stay as the President of Indonesia, there would, most 

likely, have been no terrorism. His country would have undergone socialist reforms, instituted 

social justice, rehabilitated Communists and embraced secularism. 

In socially balanced societies, terrorism does not thrive. 

That would be unacceptable to the Empire. That would mean – back to Sukarno’s day! The most 

populous Muslim nation on earth cannot be allowed to go its own way, to aim for socialism, and 

to annihilate terrorist cells. 
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It has to be at the edge. It has to be ready to be used as a pawn. It has to be scared and scary! And 

so it is. 

*** 

The games the West is playing are complex and elaborate. They are murky and nihilist. They are 

so destructive and brutal that even the sharpest analysts are often questioning their own eyes and 

judgments: “Could all this be really happening?” 

The brief answer is: “Yes it can. Yes it is, for many long decades and centuries.” 

Historically, terrorism is a native Western weapon. It was utilized freely by people like Lloyd 

George, a British PM, who refused to sign the agreement banning aerial bombardment of 

civilians, using unshakeable British logic: “We reserve the right to bomb those niggers.” Or 

Winston Churchill who was in favor of gassing the ‘lower grade’ of races, like Kurds and Arabs. 

That is why, when some outsider, a country like Russia, gets involved, launching its genuine war 

against terrorist groups, the entire West is consumed by panic. Russia is spoiling their entire 

game! It is ruining a beautifully crafted neo-colonialist equilibrium. 

Just look how lovely everything is: after killing hundreds of millions all over the Globe, the West 

is now standing as the self-proclaimed champion of human rights and freedom. It is still 

terrorizing the world, plundering it, fully controlling it – but it is being accepted as the supreme 

leader, a benevolent advisor, and the only trustworthy part of the world. 

And almost nobody is laughing. 

Because everyone is scared! 

Its brutal legions in the Middle East and Africa are destabilizing entire countries, their origins are 

easily traceable, but almost no one is daring to do such tracing. Some of those who have tried – 

died. 

The more frightening these invented, manufactured and implanted terrorist monsters, the more 

beautiful the West looks. It is all gimmicks. It has roots in advertisement, and in hundreds of 

years of propaganda apparatus. 

The West then pretends to fight those deep forces of darkness. It uses powerful, “righteous” 

language, which has clear bases in Christian fundamentalist dogma. 

An entire mythology is unleashed; it feels like Wagner’s “Ring”. 

The terrorists represent evil, not the enormous expenditure from the coffers of the US State 

Department, the European Union and NATO. They are more evil than the Devil himself! 
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And the West, riding on the white horse, slightly pissed on wine but always in good humor, is 

portrayed as both a victim and the main adversary of those satanic terrorist groups. 

It is one incredible show. It is one terrible farce. Look underneath the horseman’s mask: look at 

those exposed teeth; that deadly grin! Look at his red eyes, full of greed, lust and cruelty. 

And let us never forget: colonialism and imperialism are two most deadly forms of terrorism. 

And these are still the two main weapons of that horseman who is choking the world! 
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